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Culture in Education 
The Culture in Education Programme (CIEP), is founded on the notion that culture can be employed as an 

AGENT of change. The strategic goal is: 

WHAT IS CULTURE? 
Culture is often defined as the “WAY OF LIFE” of a people. Culture includes behaviours, beliefs, products – 

artistic and functional – languages, traditions, institutions and values. Culture can be seen as the things that 

make one group different from another group.  

Each culture is home to many sub-cultures. Culture can sometimes extend beyond the boundaries of one 

region or even one nation. An example of sub-cultures being a part of culture is the fact that Jamaica calls 

itself Christian but is home to Rastafarians and different denominations of Protestantism. Part of teaching 

culture will mean learning not to exclude the sub-cultures that make up the tapestry of Jamaican society. 

A country’s culture is the dynamic reservoir of ways of thinking and doing accumulated over time, which has 

come to be agreed upon and transmitted across generations in a community. 

National Cultural Policy, 2003 

To maximise opportunities throughout the Ministry’s purview that promote cultural development, 

awareness and self-esteem for individuals, communities and the nation as a whole. 

 



 

What Does CIEP Try To Do? 
The CIEP tries to foster cultural awareness; encourage the study of and reflection on national images, 

symbols and heroes; engage teachers to discover cultural elements in their curriculum and promote cultural 

learning; and promote heritage sites and places of historic interest. 

What Is A Culture Agent? 
A Culture Agent is ideally a senior staff member at a school who 

ensures that there is an active cultural component in the 

school’s curriculum. This Agent may or may not be the person 

responsible for the performing arts programme in the school. 

The Agent’s duties include the development of cultural 

enrichment programmes; the inclusion of cultural elements in 

the curriculum; the training of fellow staff members; and 

periodic reports to the Ministry of Education regarding his/her 

progress. 

Community Involvement 
The CIEP finds community involvement to be critical. It is not 

just about the school it is about the many extra-curricular 

groups, sports teams, farmers’ associations, police clubs, etc. It 

also includes parents, vendors, local churches, fire stations and 

anyone else in the community who may be able to contribute 

critical resources to the school.  

The BIG PICTURE 
In the end, the CIEP wants to make culture a “mechanism for enriching content delivery.” By including 

cultural elements not only in the performing arts but also in the classroom we tailor the content for people in 

Jamaica. By changing the context of a standardized textbook to a Jamaican one, children will understand 

better, feel more enmeshed in the culture and learn faster!  

Finally, by being a Cultural Agent you get to ask and answer the questions: WHAT IS YOUR IDEAL CITIZEN 

LIKE? and HOW CAN WE ENSURE OUR YOUTH GROW TO BECOME THAT TYPE OF PERSON? 

 Are there heritage sites near you? Take your students there for a lesson! Is there a person in government who 

can come in to help your students learn about Civics? Work with the principal and any other community 

members to make the introduction! Culture in education means creating a more refined culture for the future. 

 
Culture in Education is Important! 

  

Everyone Has A Role!  

The vendor at the gate may be a 

painter. The canteen staff may 

also have good decorating and 

costume making skills, the 

fireman might have been a past 

student, or may have a relative 

who was. All celebratory activities 

provide the opportunity for 

forging new and exciting 

community partnerships with 

these people! 

Culture in Education Manual by 

Amina Blackwood Meeks 



Training Tips 

Basic Tools: 
- Flipchart/Chalkboard/Whiteboard 

- Markers/Chalk 

- Name tags 

Ideas for Your Training Session:  
- Make use of name tags to address 

people by name. 

- Make use of small character traits that 

you notice as you go to illustrate points 

and make your audience involved in the 

narrative. 

- Follow the momentum of the conversations and allow the participants to create the narrative of 

the training.  

- Dive in head-first, start teaching from the moment you enter the training room. 

- Be honest and personable. Do not be overly colloquial, but have a friendly and open demeanour in 

order to make your audience comfortable speaking their minds to you. 

- Do not be afraid to laugh! Stories and jokes can loosen up your audience when the message begins to 

get stilted. 

- Find personal experiences and anecdotes that are relevant to the content and relatable. 

Incorporating anecdotes in your training means that you will not need to read what you have to say, 

you will have lived it! Allegories are a great way to teach your message indirectly. 

- Speak about what you know. 

- Come with an agenda in mind but do not tell your audience what you think they should know. Let 

them show you what interests them most as the training goes by and tick off your list mentally in 

between. 

- Set aside time for groupwork. 

Historical Knowledge is Cultural Knowledge – Come With Facts 
We learn to understand culture by looking at a society’s whole story from past until present. Part of the 

desired outcome of the CIEP Cultural Agent Programme includes a more informed narrative, going forward, 

of what our culture was and what it is now. Elders in the community possess wisdom, folk medicine, 

memories, detailed community history and much more that they can pass on to us. Your own individual 

upbringing contains many traditions and cultural practices that are already dying out and being replaced. 

Culture is ever changing and it is only through historical reflection that we can see its origin, its 

metamorphosis and its logic. 

Do you know where we get yams from? Do you know why we eat ackee and saltfish? 

Do you know what part of the island has unique linguistic practices? Imparting 

this unique knowledge is an important part of keeping our culture alive! 

  



Manchester 

Formation of the Parish 
The parish of Manchester is located in west-

central Jamaica and was formed on 13th 

December 1814 – by an Act of the House of 

Assembly – from parts of the surrounding 

parishes of Vere, Clarendon and St. Elizabeth. 

The 339 square miles of land that constitutes 

the parish was sparsely occupied by the early 

English settlers; in fact, up until the early 18th 

century, the hilly areas that were later 

designated as part of Manchester were 

regarded as wilderness by the English settlers 

who largely favoured the coastal plains, which 

were more suitable to sugar cane cultivation.  Eventually, a few settlers migrated to the area – attracted by the 

salubrious environs of the region’s three mountain ranges: Carpenter’s Mountains, May Day Mountains 

and the Don Figueroa Mountains; however, it was coffee cultivation that essentially led to the 

development of the parish of Manchester.   

The decline in the demand for sugar forced would-be and existing plantation owners to pursue coffee 

cultivation on a large scale, and the Manchester hills were deemed especially suitable for the crop. By the 

beginning of the nineteenth century, the population of the region had increased, primarily with COFFEE 

growers, and their primary complaint was that they were too far removed from the surrounding parish 

capitals. Assured by their numbers and wealth, the settlers of Mile Gully, May Day and Carpenter’s 

Mountains petitioned the House of Assembly on 29 November 1814 to carve out a new parish and 

establish a town that would bring administrative centres closer to them.   

A number of measures were taken in the interim to address these complaints. In response to plantation 

owners who complained of the difficulty of having to take their slaves all the way to Lacovia for trial, the 

Assembly assigned two magistrates and three freeholders (estate owners) to the region with the vested power 

of trying slaves there. In addition, the residents who lamented being situated far from their regimental 

musters (groups of army troops) were assuaged by the formation of the Southern Interior Regiment, which 

meant that militia men living in the Carpenter’s Mountains vicinity would have a shorter distance to travel to 

their musters, and significantly too, that a regiment was nearer to the various plantations in the event of 

disturbances and other emergencies. This contingency was especially important in light of the fact that the 

late 18th and early 19th centuries witnessed an increased number of slave uprisings across the island.   



Shortly afterwards, the new parish was formed and its governing body, 

the Manchester Vestry, met for the first time in July 1816. The parish 

was named after the Governor of Jamaica, William Montague, 

Duke of Manchester, whose administration was the longest in the 

history of the island (a period of 19 years from 1808 – 1828). The chief 

town was called Mandeville after the Governor’s eldest son who 

carried the courtesy title, Viscount of Mandeville. By this time, plans 

for the development of the parish capital were under way. Included in 

Charles Rowe’s layout of the town were a courthouse, parade ground, 

jail and workhouse, a stone tank to hold 60,000 gallons of water, A 

church with a 20-foot high belfry, and an adjoining parsonage. The 

first building to be completed was the parsonage (which in ensuing 

years became the Grove Place boarding house), and the Parish Church 

was completed in 1829. Construction of the Courthouse began in 1816 

after much delay owing to the indecisiveness of the Parochial Board on settling on its design. The cut-

limestone structure, which still exists today, is Georgian in design, having two exterior stairwells of fan-

shaped stone steps outfitted with wrought iron railings, and a shingled gabled roof.        

It is interesting to note that Manchester’s capital is the only parish capital of Jamaica not located on the coast 

or by a major river.  The site for the chief town of Mandeville was identified on August 27, 1816 and was to be 

situated on 100 acres of land that was part of the Caledonia Estate.  The owner of the estate, Robert Crawford, 

offered to sell land to the Vestry at £10 per acre. In 1817, an additional 10 acres were bought from Crawford for 

the settlement of English residents and visitors. 

 

  

  

Why not take your class on 

a fieldtrip to the 

Courthouse and Church in 

Mandeville’s town centre? 

Instead of teaching the 

lesson about the region in 

the classroom, students 

will have visual, tactile and 

experiential memory aids 

that they can carry with 

them for years!  



Mile Gully & Nearby Communities 

The Mile Gully region was the centre of coffee cultivation in the parish of Manchester, and was the 

residence of planters and settlers who were attracted by the coolness of the climate, the lush vegetation, and 

the lack of mosquitoes. The area is situated in the western section of the island (initially located in the parish 

of St. Elizabeth) in an elevated area: the average elevation of the land in and around Mile Gully being about 

1,800 feet above sea level with the greatest elevation being the May Day hills – which rise to a height of nearly 

3,000 feet.   

Moravian missionary, Rev. Walder, wrote of the area: “I am convinced that the Manchester hills here may be 

ranked alongside the healthiest places in England or on the continent of Europe”; and George Bridges, one of 

the first persons to record the history of Manchester, marvelled about the foliage of the area, particularly the 

“forests of pimento, cedar, and mahogany, mingled with the mighty cotton tree, the growth of centuries, 

[which] are so dense that their boughs form a canopy”.  The historian also provided this early description of 

the region surrounding Mile Gully: 

The district called Mile-gully presents a beautiful, and verdant, vale, confined 

within the easy declivities of majestic mountains, whose towering summits rise, on 

either hand, clothed with primeval forests, intersected by luxuriant pasturages, or 

by the deep shining foliage of coffee plantations.... 

In the late 18th century Mile Gully was a centre of great importance as many early settlers acquired properties 

there. The Mile Gully Anglican church (St. George’s) has many memorial tablets to these settlers, including 

John Clarke and his wife Jane Smythe Powell, owners of Kendall Estate.   

  

This would make a great trip for young students. A trip to 

the St. George’s Anglican Church can help students feel a 

more significant connection to the past and allow them to 

understand that the people they read about walked the 

roads they walk and saw some of the things they see. By 

making the past more vibrant, we can learn to understand 

it and see how it still lives on today. 



Plantation Slavery 

During the era of slavery, there were a number of major 

plantations in and around the Mile Gully area, including Mile 

Gully, Maidstone, Medina, and Mayfield. These plantations 

grew a variety of crops such as pimento, annatto, citrus, sugar 

cane, and banana, but the chief crop was coffee. The coffee 

crop was introduced in Jamaica in 1728 by former Governor of 

Jamaica, Sir Nicholas Lawes, and received greater attention as an 

alternative plantation crop to sugar cane during the 19th 

century when many sugar planters were struggling to keep their 

plantations afloat amidst stiff foreign competition. The suitability 

of lands in the Mile Gully region presented a major attraction to 

settlers who sought to embark on wide-scale coffee cultivation, 

which soon became the major economic activity in the area. 

Numerous enslaved Africans were brought to work on these 

plantations. The industry in Jamaica got a boost when French 

planters fled Haiti at the end of the 18th century (during the 

revolutionary wars there) and settled in Jamaica, bringing their superior knowledge of coffee culture.  

Do any of your students have French last names? You and your students can trace 

certain family names in old records. Jamaica is a country born of many cultures 

coming together and last names often come with their own story and cultural 

connotations! 

  

Our island’s struggles to 

compete on the market is 

not new or unique. 

Economics have played a 

big part in shaping world 

history and still influences 

policy, society and by 

extension, culture. Finding 

contemporary examples 

that complement the past 

can teach your students 

how culture is created by 

many variables. 



Ruins of the coffee plantation era may be found in some of the communities 

such as Maidstone and Medina.  A typical structure on these former estates 

was the barbecue, which was a flat, paved area used for drying crops – such as 

coffee, pimento, corn, cocoa, or beans – in the daytime.  On large plantations 

(which sometimes had over 100 slaves), barbecues were oftentimes elaborate 

structures made of mortar or concrete, which were sometimes divided into 

several distinct sections.  However, the small farmer’s barbecue was usually a 

small rectangle formed from earth, which was pounded and smoothed over.  

By 1824, there were 246 properties listed on the tax-roll for Manchester with all 

of them growing coffee in varying amounts. It was recorded that approximately one third of the proprietors of 

these estates were absentees, but this was still a much higher rate of resident proprietors than in many of 

Jamaica’s other parishes.  Among the principal attorneys who represented the absentee proprietors were 

James Matthew Whyte, John Griffith, John Davy, and James Daly.   

 

A census of Manchester in 1825 reveals that there were 225 

white males and 47 white  females residing in the parish with the 

total white population thus being just 272 people. There were 779 

free people of colour with 373 males and 406 females.  In the 

same period, the slave population was disproportionately larger, 

with a total number of 18,115 enslaved people. According 

to the 1829 census of the parish, there was then a total 

population of 326 whites, 855 free people of colour, 40 free blacks and 18,738 slaves.   

One of the largest landowners in the region was William Abell, whose residence was situated in the Mile 

Gully district, surrounded by an extensive coffee plantation. The three other largest plantations in the area in 

the early 19th century – based on the number of slaves kept – were Great Valley (belonging to John Schaw), 

Knockpatrick (owned by Caleb Dickenson) and Cocoa-Walk, which was the estate of Robert Porter. 

Knockpatrick was one of the oldest estates in the area, and at one time, was the location of the only tavern in 

the district.   

Are any of these names familiar? See what you can find out about the descendants 

of the people in your region!  

  

Are there any 

structures 

resembling 

barbecues in your 

community? You 

could lead a 

restoration project! 



Another prominent landowner in the region was a Mrs. Strachan who was the likely owner of the estate in 

Medina. Mrs Strachan is said to have built the manse at Medina and was associated with the establishment of 

the police post at Cottage, where the Mile Gully Police Station is currently located. As recorded in the 

Handbook of Jamaica for the period 1884 – 1885, the Church of Scotland [Presbyterian] in Medina was the gift 

of Mrs. Strachan.   

Mrs. Strachan was once the owner of Greenland Estate which held about 200 slaves.  It is said that she also 

owned land from Adam’s Valley to Comfort Hall, but eventually removed her “headquarters” to Medina.  

According to oral tradition, Mrs. Strachan’s brother had children by house slaves, and his descendants still 

reside in the area.  Mrs. Strachan, on the other hand, is said to have been married to an old war general, and 

according to legend she was a cousin of King George.   

The name Strachan lives on in infamy because of the stories of Mrs. Strachan’s cruel and horrible treatment 

of her slaves.  Oral tradition has it that Mrs. Strachan ensured that a public example was made of any of her 

runaway slaves who were caught.  It is said that such slaves were tied to horses and plundered beneath their 

hooves – while they galloped downhill at full speed – as they were dragged to the Mile Gully police post 

where they would be jailed and beaten. So notorious was Mrs. Strachan, it was said that whenever she 

travelled, all other carriages on the road would make way for her to pass by. 

Slave Escapes 

Although slavery on the Manchester plantations differed significantly from slavery on sugar plantations 

largely owing to the fact that coffee estates were generally smaller properties than those devoted to sugar 

cane cultivation, the cruel treatment of the enslaved Africans was still evident. Even pregnant women were 

not exempt from flogging. It was therefore inevitable that there would be slaves who attempted to escape 

their estates and ruthless masters.   

For the enslaved, holes were regarded as a means of escaping the miserable business of plantation slavery. A 

popular legend in the communities in and around Mile Gully is about slaves who, in escaping their master’s 

wrath, ended up disappearing through a nearby sink-hole.  This legend could easily be based on fact, since 

the northern parts of Manchester are predominantly limestone and have a number of sink-holes, caves (such 

as at Oxford), and underground passages typical of limestone areas. In fact, Bridges noted in his 1824 history 

of Manchester that a chasm is located along the line that divides the Knockpatrick and Moreland plantations.  

But it is also said among the Mile Gully residents that the slaves deliberately dug holes, which were then used 

as hiding places from the slave masters. Another legend in the oral tradition is that on July 31, 1838, 25 slaves 

from the Bogue Estate in St. Elizabeth, cut hands, tied themselves together and drowned themselves in the 

“Mada Damon” pond.  Unfortunately for these slaves, the following day was declared as the emancipation of 

slaves.  

Are there any oral histories about your community? An important part of 

community-building is ownership. Knowing local history can help.  



Skull Point 

However, one macabre story of a runaway slave proved 

to be of a very different nature.  The story is told of a 

slave by the name of James Knight who was bounded to 

the Lyndhurst Estate, which was situated east of Mile 

Gully, and west of Grove Place, in Manchester. Knight 

was a Christian (probably a convert of Moravian slave 

evangelist, George Lewis) who preached the Gospel to 

other slaves in about the 1820s and early 1830s. 

However, preaching the Gospel to the enslaved was at that time was forbidden by many slave-masters, but 

Knight would gather his fellow slaves at the end of the work day and tell them stories about Jesus.  It was not 

long before he was found out and was held by his furious master as being the ringleader of the gathering. 

Knight eventually fled the Lyndhurst Estate because of heavy persecution, and persisted in preaching along 

his escape routes. He ended up at Comfort Hall (where the site of his hiding became the present location of 

the St. Simon’s Anglican Church) but was chased from there to Raheen (now Appleton Estate), then to Y/S 

and Middle Quarters, and finally to Black River, where, still preaching the Gospel to all that would hear him, 

he hoped to ultimately escape the area and his master by stowing away on a ship at the port there.   

Unfortunately, Knight was killed by bounty hunters in Black River before he could act on his plan.  He was 

decapitated and his head brought back by his hunters to Lyndhurst Estate, where they got their 

compensation, and Knight’s head, impaled on a pole, was displayed in derision for all the gathered slaves to 

see as a tangible warning against slave gatherings on the estates.  There was no final resting place for James 

Knight whose body remained in Black River while his severed head was finally displayed at a strategic point – 

which is now the location of the Mile Gully Police Station, and was considered in times past as a highway to 

the other prominent communities – until only his skull remained, thus giving name to the area in a macabre 

honour to the Christian slave, James Knight. 

A similar story is told of a slave called Pastor Fife who once preached on a particular Sunday that if a man is 

free, he is free indeed.  Unfortunately, his slave audience misunderstood him and begun to celebrate their 

freedom from slavery before they were legally freed.  The following Monday, Fife’s slave master, enraged by 

Fife’s involvement in the rumours of a slave emancipation, dragged him out of his bed and took him to 

Mandeville to have him executed. However, people who heard of the situation left through the Spur Tree Hill 

area to cut off the slave master and plead for Fife’s life. 

Do you know how your community and the roads in the community got their 

names? Ask the community members!  



Culture From History 

This section gives very specific information about the parish’s history. Some sections may 

be interesting additions to curricula.  

Agriculture 
Traditionally, the economic activities of the 
communities in and around Mile Gully revolved around 
agriculture. After Emancipation, the cultivation of crops 
on large and medium scale estates continued and the 
ex-slaves were the main providers of labour for these 
operations. However, the peasant population soon 
began to grow large amounts of food crops, and by the 
late 19

th
 century, the acreage of land in Manchester 

under cultivation of ground provisions, such as sweet 
potato, Irish potato, yam, dasheen, cocoa and cassava, 
exceeded that of coffee and pimento, and was in fact 
over 50% of all the land in Manchester under 
cultivation.   

In addition to ground provisions, the peasantry also 
grew crops such as corn, banana, plantain, red peas, a 
variety of vegetables including carrots, as well as ginger, 
onions, scallion, and thyme. By the late 19th century, 
oranges were also being grown in large quantities for 
export. In fact, it was reported that, “the Manchester 
orange [had] obtained a name in the American 
markets for its size and flavour and [was] exported 
to a considerable extent.”   

For the residents of the Mile Gully region, agriculture 
continued to be their economic way of life. Most 
residents were involved in farming at least at a 
subsistence level, although small and medium farmers 
sold their surplus crops. Non-farmers also traditionally 
earned a living from agriculture by picking coffee and 
pimento on the various farms in the region. 

However, the residents have at various times had to 
endure many hardships.  The Moravian Annual Report 
for 1901 records that the Bethany Church had a 
successful Harvest Festival despite there being a severe 

drought early in the year. But whereas coffee bore a 
slightly better price than usual, there was scarcely any 
sale for oranges. By 1904 ground provisions became very 
scarce especially from May to November where there 
were scarcely any provisions to be had in the market. In 
the surrounding districts, coffee was almost a total 
failure in the year. Those who in previous years made 
between 15 and 20 barrels only made one for the entire 
year, and many residents said they could not remember 
a harder year for food and money.   

In 1905, drought in the middle of the year blighted at 
least 30% of the coffee crops, and the product seemed 
to get less every year.  Many fields were dying out at the 
time – some from age, but the greater part from neglect, 
and not many farmers were replanting their fields.  By 
1912, particularly the months March to September, there 
was a very severe drought which destroyed and retarded 
crops.  Many people had to go miles for water and only 
a small amount of ground provisions was available.  
Then on November 17 a hurricane swept the fields bare. 
Nearly all the coffee was blown off the trees. By the 
following year, food and money were very scarce and 
praedial thieves were plentiful. 

Coffee production has fallen off again in recent times. 
After the Manchester Coffee Board was formed, trucks 
from the board would visit the Mile Gully communities 
weekly to transport coffee during the July to November 
coffee season. There were once about 90 coffee farmers 
attached to the Harry Watch Coffee Group known to 
produce hundreds of boxes of coffee. Recently, the 
coffee production (between the Harry Watch and 
Mayfield farmers) had fallen off to about 100 boxes for 
the entire year.  

 

  



The Role of the Moravians in Community 
Development 

The Moravians played an important role in the 
formation of the Maidstone free village, as well as in the 
general social and economic development of 
communities in and around Mile Gully. But who were 
the Moravians? The Moravian Church is a Protestant 
denomination that was founded on March 1, 1457, and is 
based on the preaching and labours of the martyred 
John Hus. In 1722, refugees from Moravia (in east-
central Europe) began to recognise the group (then 
called the Unitas Fratum, or United Brethren) and soon 
the fellowship became known as the Moravian Church. 
The church soon developed a remarkable missionary 
activity, which begun its labours in 1732 among the 
slaves of St. Thomas (now in the US Virgin Islands) in 
the West Indies.       

The Moravian Church in Jamaica dates back to 1754 
when superintendent of the mission, Zacharias Geirge 
Caries, and his two associates, Gottlieb Haberecht and 
Thomas Shallcross, arrived in Kingston on December 7, 
1754 to bring the message of the Gospel to the enslaved 
inhabitants of the island.  The initiative of establishing a 
Moravian Mission in Jamaica began with two slave-
holding brothers who had estates in western Jamaica. 
The brothers, William Foster and Joseph Foster-
Barham, fell under the influence of the Moravian 
Church in England and soon sought religious 
instruction for their slaves. The Fosters applied to the 
Governing Board of the Moravian Church in Britain and 
requested that missionaries be commissioned to 
undertake the task. Their request was approved and 
Caries, Haberecht and Shallcross were dispatched to 
Jamaica. 

The three missionaries initially settled and worked on 
the properties of the Fosters (principally the Bogue 
Estate) in what was then the parish of St. Elizabeth, but 
soon spread their operations to the adjoining parishes.  
In 1755 the Foster brothers presented the missionaries 
with 700 acres of land – which was situated on the 
border of a large swamp in what was then the parish of 
St. Elizabeth. In 1756 the area was developed as a 
distinct mission station and given the name, Carmel.  
However, its location – on hot, low lying plains adjacent 
to marshland – did the early missionaries’ cause no 
good, and the climate there was described as being “like 
the kiss of death to the white missionaries” since many 
died from disease, particularly yellow fever. 

By the early 1820s the Mission Board of the Moravian 
Church began to call for the abandonment of Carmel.  
While the sale of Carmel was being completed, the 
question of where the mission station should be moved 
to was contemplated. The missionaries at Carmel had 
long desired to open a station in the newly established 
parish of Manchester since a large number of slaves 
who attended   their St. Elizabeth centres had to travel 
long distances from the Manchester hills: some left 

from Adam’s Valley to Mayfield, then to Bogue at nights 
for education, returning to their estates by 5 o’clock in 
the morning.  The healthier climate of the cool interior 
hills was also a significant factor in the decision.  A 
suitable piece of land was identified at Fairfield, in the 
May Day Mountains, and the land was purchased.  
Fairfield became the new centre of the Moravian 
Mission in the island, and the hub of its religious and 
educational activities. Several other stations were 
started, but the existence of slavery, and the opposition 
to the Moravians’ labours amongst the slave population, 
proved a strong obstacle to the enlargement of their 
work.  It was not until the emancipation of the slaves 
that they had the liberty to extend their borders. 

Interestingly, the growth of the Moravian Mission in the 
early nineteenth century was aided by the work of a 
number of black and coloured men in the Native Baptist 
movement, who had undertaken some religious work 
among the slaves in the island – in particular, George 
Lewis and Robert Peart. George Lewis was a native of 
Guinea, who sold into slavery and brought to Jamaica. 
He was subsequently sent to Virginia where he joined 
the Baptist Church there. He returned to Jamaica and 
expressed the desire to communicate the gospel to 
blacks in the island.  

He was [at that time] a slave in the service of one 

Miss Valentine of Kingston, who gave Lewis ample 

freedom to engage in itinerant preaching by 

permitting him to operate as a pedlar [sic], with the 

understanding that a percentage of the proceeds 

would go to her. He carried on his business chiefly in 

Manchester and St. Elizabeth, which was the cradle 

of Moravian work, and this gave him the opportunity 

to meet Moravian missionaries, to whom he 

introduced himself. He made a very good impression 

upon Lang [the superintendant of the Moravian 

Mission] who encouraged his congregation to collect 

from among themselves the sum of one hundred 

pounds necessary to purchase his freedom. This 

done, George Lewis was now free to become a full-

time evangelist with the Brethren.  

Lewis spent time at the Carmel mission station and 
frequently accompanied the missionaries on their visits 
to plantations. However, he only stayed a short time 
with them and never formally joined the Moravian 
Church.  

Robert Peart was born a Mandingo on the West African 
coast and was in training to become a Muslim teacher. 
He was taught to read and write and was preparing to 
leave his home for Timbuktu to complete his education 
in the faith of Islam, when he was enslaved, and taken 
to Jamaica in about the year 1777. According to 
Moravian accounts, he practised his Islamic religion 
secretly until he met George Lewis who had an 



influence upon him. He visited the Moravian mission at 
Carmel for counselling and eventually joined the 
Church and later became a Helper. The work done 
during this time helped to increase the popularity of the 

Moravian Mission among the enslaved population, and 
the groundwork was put down for the formation of new 
mission stations and the developments that occurred 
after emancipation in the parish of Manchester. 

 

Bethany Moravian Church, Mile Gully 

In the wooded district of Mile Gully, the eighth 
Moravian mission station in Jamaica was established in 
1835 under the guidance of John Scholefield and his 
assistant, Br. Vines. The site was called Bethany, 
meaning “House of Peace” (after the village on the 
outskirts of Jerusalem, which was the site of exceptional 
religious reverence), and David Davies – the newest 
member of the Moravian missionary staff – officiated 
the first public service in a shed on July 5, 1835. He 
remarked that he was almost overcome when, for the 
first time, the voices of 500 to 600 worshippers echoed 
from the adjacent forest.   

In 1839, estate owner Solomon Glanville offered 
Scholefield timber from the woods of his property to 
complete the construction of a new mission house; and 
on Monday July 8, 1839, masons, carpenters and 
labourers – numbering about 40 – volunteered their 
services for the day and tore down the old building. 
Governor of Jamaica, His Excellency Sir Charles 
Metcalfe, and his secretary, Captain Higginson, as well 
as the Custos of Manchester, Hon. T. Davy, visited the 
construction site on Friday March 13, 1840. The church 
dwelling-house was built on a commanding site and the 
new Bethany Moravian Church was officially opened on 
May 7, 1840.  A German by the name of Fursenburg was 
said to be the chief architect of the church, with the 
building being described as having a simple interior but 
a resplendent organ. The pipe organ (as well as the 
church bell) was believed to have been shipped from 
Germany and brought to the church grounds in pieces 
by a horse-drawn buggy, assembled there, then 
installed in the church hall. Unfortunately, the organ 
was destroyed during heavy rainfall in 2004 by 
Hurricane Ivan.   

In 1840, the Bethany Congregation had a total of 262 
communicants, 244 baptised members, 358 children 
and 242 new people for a grand total of 1,106 
congregants. Also, the Bethany School was established 
and in 1840 Governor Sir John Metcalfe donated £50 
toward this endeavour. The school was housed on the 
lower floor of the church building. By 1864, there were 
1,338 people attending the church – 232 more in number 
than at 1840. From the establishment of the 
congregation in 1835 to the year 1864, 1,242 children had 
been baptised, 357 couples married, and 1,031 adults 
received into the congregation and admitted into the 
Holy Communion. 

However, despite the establishment and growth of 
these Moravian missions, the Moravian missionaries 
had issues with the religious beliefs and practices of the 
formerly enslaved. During the same 1835-1864 period, 
about 360 members and communicants were excluded 
in that period for practising obeah or revivalism.  In a 
report of the previous year, the pastor, T. Sonderman, 

observed that many of the members’ manner of life 
showed “little symptoms of their having once been 
awakened from the sleep of sin”. Sonderman also said 
that the church had had to remonstrate with the people 
about the “violent contortions of the body, which 
threatened to become a source of frequent disorders” 
during Sabbath services.  

To the missionaries, this was a “spirit of fanaticism”, 
which they likened to a chronic disease in the Mile 
Gully district, and for which there was no easy “cure”.  
Sonderman claimed that although for a while the 
“disorder” appeared to be healed, it soon broke out 
afresh with renewed strength, and “reached such a 
length towards the close of the year”, that nine 
members of the congregation were excluded after 
repeated warnings.  They claimed that the principal 
leader of the “fanatics” was a former helper of the 
congregation who maintained that he was specially 
endowed with the spirit “which searcheth all things, 
even the deep things of God”, and that he was made the 
subject of special revelations by means of visions and 
dreams. He frequently kept meetings that lasted 
through the greater part of the night, and the 
Moravians felt that he was the cause of much mischief 
to many. This problem was not new, as a few decades 
earlier, the missionaries had parted company with their 
helper George Lewis as they had doubts about his 
beliefs and thought him to practise many 
“superstitions”. 

Clearly, the formerly enslaved had held on to many of 
their African derived spiritual beliefs and practices. It 
was evidence of the desire of Afro-Jamaicans to preserve 
and pass on important aspects of their African heritage. 
Many Afro-Jamaicans combined their African-derived 
belief and practices with Christianity: this was in part 
fostered by the Native Baptist movement headed by 
George Liele (Lisle) and Moses Baker, who, according to 
Philip Sherlock and Hazel Bennett in the Story of the 
Jamaican People,  

[D]id two things that neither 
the Moravians nor the English 
Baptists and the Methodists 
missionaries who came after 
them could have done. They 
planted the seed of an 
indigenous evangelical 
movement amongst the people, 
blending the Christian message 
with traditional African modes 
of worship, including spirit 
possession dancing, the 
clapping of hands and the 
swaying of the body. 



This combination of African and Christian spiritual 
beliefs and erupted in the genesis of the Revival 
movement in 1860-61. These African-derived beliefs and 
practices were misunderstood and maligned by the 
Moravian missionaries – as they were by the rest of 

Jamaica’s cultural elite. Nonetheless, these beliefs 
formed an important part of the culture and worldview 
of Afro-Jamaicans and were crucial in their search post-
emancipation for an identity that adequately reflected 
their own perspective on the world and their place in it. 

Nazareth Moravian Church, Maidstone 

In 1838, the year that slavery was completely abolished, 
another station called Nazareth was opened in Adam’s 
Valley. The station comprised a congregation and day 
school that served the population of recent ex-slaves. 
However, in 1840, land belonging to the Maidstone 
plantation was purchased by Moravian missionaries and 
by 1848, the school-house at Nazareth was removed to 
Maidstone and transformed into a regular chapel, 
though still used as a school room.  

Additional land was later purchased by the mission for 
its purposes. A Nazareth land certificate signed by 
Benjamin Wilson in the presence of Mr. George 
Harriott in 1859 read as follows:  

“This is to certify that I, 

Benjamin Wilson, herewith 

transfer to the Moravian 

Mission Station at Nazareth 2 

certain lots of land bought by 

me from Rev. I. F___ having 

been part of Maidstone 

plantation numbered in 

account book as lot 63 and lot 

65 in exchange for 2 other lots 

numbered 35 and lot 70.”   

For many years the congregation worshipped in a 
dilapidated building (very much in need of repairs that 
would cost between £300 to £400) which had also 
become small for the growing fellowship.  In 1888 the 
congregation, in celebration of its 50

th
 anniversary, 

embarked on a project to relocate and improve on the 
church, and was able to lay the cornerstone on June 14, 
1888. The present location of the Nazareth Moravian 
Church, situated on the crest of the hill behind the 
mission house, was chosen and it was completed in 1890 
and dedicated on the 3rd December of that year.      

The sister congregations of the province had 
contributed upwards of £120. Donations came from 
nearly every Moravian Church in the island except 
Broadleaf and Moravia, which were at the time engaged 
in their own building activities. Financial aid also came 
from the British and American provinces, the Zeist 
Missionary Society, the Miskito Coast, and the St. Croix 
in the US Virgin Islands. 

As with Bethany, the missionaries at Nazareth had to 
contend with aspects of African spiritualism among the 

congregation.  In 1849, the missionaries complained 
that a wave of “fanatical obeahism” swept over the 
district. The missionaries protested that people would 
meet to read the Bible, and believing they were 
inspired, would begin to cry uncontrollably and scream, 
sometimes falling into fits and convulsions that went on 
for hours. As a result, the Moravians kept a Register of 
Exclusions and Suspensions of all its delinquent 
members from which such members’ misdemeanours 
were read aloud at church.  Examples of exclusions are 
mentioned here: 

- Aug. 20, 1883 – Joseph Embden was suspended 
from the church because he allowed an 
obeahman to act in his house. 

- Dec. 12, 1890 – Jane and Catherine Baker were 
excluded for attempting obeah. 

- Sept. 27, 1901 – Mary Swaby was excluded for 
practising obeah. 

- Jun. 29, 1906 – Jasmine Wright and Frank 
Archibald were suspended for revivalism.   

 

Moravian Schools 
In addition to the building of churches, the Moravians 
also played a very important role in the development of 
the communities in the area through their contribution 
to education. In 1826 the Moravian brethren resolved to 
establish Sunday Schools in all the stations as well as 
day schools wherever the opportunity presented itself.  
In Maidstone, a school, which later became the 
Nazareth All-Age School, was built to serve the needs of 
the community.  The school now has a museum that 
houses and showcases the artefacts recovered from the 
ruins of the Maidstone Estate, including branding irons. 
However, education by the Moravians began to be more 
widespread in 1896 when boys, who were previously 
neglected to pursue tasks in the woods, were then 
registered as much as the girls.   

During the 19
th

 century the curriculum at Nazareth All-
Age – much like at the other Moravian schools – was 
initially limited, mainly consisting of reading and 
committing Scriptural texts and hymns to memory 
since slates were used in former times, which were 
rubbed clean after each lesson. The only books used 
were spelling books, the Bible, hymnals and other 
manuals of Christian doctrine. 

 

  



The Anglican Influence 

The Moravians were not the only church to have had an influence on the formerly enslaved population as the Anglican 
Church also played a role in the development of the Mile Gully area.  The Anglican Church of Jamaica (formerly known 
as the Church of England in Jamaica) was the state church in the island up to 1879. Jamaica was originally divided by the 
English colonists into parishes as ecclesiastical divisions, and each was to have a parish church. For much of its history 
in Jamaica, the Anglican Church was mainly the church of members of the elite. However, after emancipation the 
church extended its influence to all classes of Jamaicans, especially through its work in education.  

 

St. George’s Anglican Church, Mile Gully 

Initially, the residents of the new parish of Manchester 
were served by the parish church constructed in 
Mandeville. Research conducted by Marguerite Curtin 
reveals that about 10 years after the Mandeville Parish 
Church was erected, a number of people in the district 
of Mile Gully, as well as the Rector of the Parish Church, 
petitioned for the building of a church for the religious 
and moral instruction of the working classes of the area. 
One of the petitioners, Mr. Davy, owner of Weir Penn, 
offered 1 acre 1 rood and 8 perches at the western end of 
his property (the King’s Road to Trelawny was on the 
northern and western boundaries while the Mile Gully 
Road was on the southern boundary) for the purpose of 
building the church.  

In July 1826, the justices and members of the 
Manchester Vestry sanctioned the construction of the 
church and on 30th September 1826 the chapel and 
burial ground of St. George’s Church, Mile Gully were 
consecrated and dedicated by the Bishop of the Church 
of England.  After emancipation, the church catered to 
the black ex-slave population and provided education 

and community outreach services to the Mile Gully 
residents. However, St. George’s reflected the highly 
stratified milieu of the Jamaican society and persons sat 
according to their social class and colour in the church.   

Annual reports for the Anglican Diocese state that in 
the years 1875/6, St. George’s Church had a 
congregation of 595 people with 360 being subscribing 
communicants, 10 excused communicants and 225 
subscribing non-communicants. The Church 
Missionary Society was responsible for paying the 
stipend of the clergymen.  In many cases these were 
young men recently ordained in Britain and sent back 
to take up their first post in Jamaica.  In 1875 the 
clergyman at St. George’s was Walter John Drought. His 
stipend was £200 and he received an additional sum of 
£10 for superintending another place. The Missionary 
Society was also responsible for paying the stipend of 
two catechists. The average attendance of the day 
school of the church was 20 boys and 40 girls.  The 
school employed one male and one female teacher.   

 

St. George’s becomes the “Duppy Church” 

Over time, though, the St. George’s church became 
abandoned. According to Mile Gully resident, Jacob 
Robinson, the church, which was also known as “the 
church in the wild”, was closed about 1971 due to a 
drastic decline in attendance there. A school was also 
operated on the church grounds of St. George’s and was 
attended by children from Greenmount, Inglewood and 
Top Hill, as well as other nearby districts. However, the 
school was later removed to Mile Gully and people were 
simply no longer willing to walk the distance to the 
church and opted instead to attend the nearby mission, 
St. Barnabas, in Mile Gully.  Following the 
abandonment of the church, the property was 
vandalised.   

The dilapidated and decaying structures of the St. 
George’s church building and its cemetery are now 
overgrown in some areas by vines and bushes. Hence, 
the premises provide an eerie and foreboding aura, and 
have become the subject of numerous tales of ghosts 
and paranormal activities, such as the playing of an 
organ and the singing of a choir in the midst of the 
man-made wilderness.  For this reason, the church is 
known as the “Duppy Church”.  Another Anglican 
church – St. Simon’s – was constructed at Comfort Hall, 
west of Mile Gully, to accommodate other Anglicans in 
the surrounding communities. 

 

 

  



Social Life, Culture and Customs 

The culture of the residents is predominantly based on the African retentions of their forebears who comprised the 
enslaved population on the many estates in the area, even though many aspects of European culture have been 
incorporated and a process of creolization undergone. Much of the traditions that are still being observed are attributed 
to the formerly enslaved people who, following their emancipation, chose to freely express the aspects of their culture 
that had survived during plantation slavery despite attempts to suppress the African-based practices. These cultural 
values and forms pervaded all aspects of life for the enslaved – from birth to death, to recreation and amusement, health 
and medicine, as well as food preparation.  

 

School days 

Residents tell us that while growing up around the 
middle of the twentieth century, it was typical for 
children to be given just a penny a day to go to school.  
This was often used to buy “penny bulla”, cut-cake or 
“wasp nest” as it was called then, and the children 
would simply drink water to wash down the food.  It 
was also commonplace for children to attend school 
bare-footed. However, many girls wore thatch hats to 
school, which were made from palm leaves and had a 
band of ribbon tied around it, with flowers sometimes 
stuck into it. The practice was for new hats to be worn 
to church on the first occasion before being worn to 
school.   

As it concerned discipline, misbehaving children were 
flogged in school – where corporal punishment existed 
up to the high school level. Children would try to keep 
the beating secret from their parents out of the fear of 
receiving additional punishment for misbehaving in the 
first place.  In former times most principals were men 
and were regarded as no-nonsense – sometimes severe – 
authority figures. In 1956 there were only three female 
principals in the entire parish of Manchester: Mrs. 
Riley-Jackson at Mayday, Iris Scarlet at St. Paul’s, and 
Gladys Bailey at Hatfield.  In the early days, school 
inspections were major affairs, and students were made 
to salute the inspectors and sing the song, “God Save 
Our Gracious King.” 

 

Social Stratification 

The older residents in and around Mile Gully say in times past there were considered to be two classes of residents: first 
and second class. A man who owned a house, had land and animals and could pay for the education of his children, was 
considered first class. Men who could not afford all the above were considered second class. However, they add that 
these persons were essentially contented with what they had, and did not consider themselves to be very poor. 
Prejudice, though, was commonly felt in primary schools, with the bias being based on a child’s family’s financial 
standing rather than on skin colour. It was felt that poor children were almost always overlooked for recommendations 
to sit the Common Entrance Examinations for high school placements. 

 

Transportation 

For the peasantry in and around Mile Gully, the chief 
mode of transportation – whether to church, school or 
the market – was walking.  However, for market goers 
in Mile Gully, walking to buy or sell produce became 
increasingly physically taxing since the residents were 
without the service of a market from about the 1930s to 
at least the 1950s. The alternative was to go to the 
Christiana, Mandeville, or even Balaclava markets. 
Oftentimes the market vendors would walk and allow 
their donkeys to transport the load.  

However, horses were bred in the area, especially in 
Mayfield and Medina, for transportation purposes. 
Horses, donkeys, or mules were mainly used to pull 
carriages, whether they were the buggy or the dray, in 
which people rode. The buggy (also called the “parry 
cart”), drawn by two horses, was usually made from 
wood, with a driver sitting in front with a bridle. Five to 
six passengers could travel in the back. The dray was a 
low cart without fixed sides, which was much used in 

former times to transport goods such as grass for animal 
feed, coal, sugar cane from field to factory, and sugar to 
the wharf.  The open drays were built with two or four 
wheels.  A smaller two-wheeler cart with fixed sides and 
a removable rear panel was known as the dinghy, or 
more popularly as “donkey cart”. 

However, the development of the Jamaica railway 
system resulted in better communications and a 
speeding up of business; and residents of the Mile Gully 
districts benefitted especially from the Green Vale 
Railway Station, which facilitated greater productivity 
and sale of their coffee and orange produce. The station 
consisted of a booking office and an open waiting shed, 
and the staff comprised the station master, a porter, a 
station cleaner and a watchman. It was 61¼ miles from 
Kingston and enabled the Manchester residents to 
travel beyond their borders in a timelier manner, and 
subsequently, more frequently.  



 

 

Utilities/Communication 

Mile Gully was for a long time without many amenities, 
and residents in and around the community had to 
make alternative arrangements in order to cope with 
their environment. Water, for instance, was not readily 
accessible owing largely to the fact that there are few 
surface rivers in the parish of Manchester. 
Subsequently, it was necessary to collect rainwater for 
domestic use in catchments or cisterns. Most residents 
had their own tanks that were approximately 12ft deep. 
The water collected in these tanks would be boiled for 
drinking.   

As it concerned the absence of electricity, residents 
created their own means of lighting by using bottle 
torches with a cloth soaked in kerosene serving as the 
wick.  The “johncrow lamp”, or “kitchen bitch” (made of 
tin), was also used. However, by the 1960s, the lack of 

electric lighting for public thoroughfares and domestic 
service was a major complaint of the Mile Gully 
residents, in particular those in Grove Place. 

But basic utilities were not the only amenities found 
lacking in the Mile Gully districts. Older residents recall 
there only being two shops in one of the communities, 
with the only “major” structure there being the old 
public works. Many residents from the surrounding 
communities relied on the town crier to advertise 
particular goods on sale at more distant stores. The 
town crier was usually a middle-aged who carried about 
a loud horn for his broadcasts. One popular town crier 
was Buck Bryan who often operated in the Spauldings 
area, and was especially employed by churches to 
advertise their functions and special services.   

 

Entertainments 

The residents of Mile Gully, Maidstone, Medina, and surrounding communities were known to engage in a number of 
entertainments that were popular in the folk culture of the island.  These activities were usually held on major holidays 
or festivals, such as ‘First of August’ celebrations that commemorated the end of slavery, and also major life-cycle events.   

 

‘First of August’, or Emancipation Day Celebrations 

Emancipation Day, was first celebrated to mark the 
freeing of the slaves on the 1st August 1838, and was 
formerly one of the most important holidays in Jamaica. 
Early celebrations of Emancipation Day held much 
significance for the ex-slaves, not only because of the 
emotional fervour associated with the observance of the 
end of slavery, but also because the festivities coincided 
with the crop-over celebrations which marked the 
successful harvest of the sugar cane crop.  “Crop-over” 
was the leisure time accorded to the enslaved and 
entailed general merriment following the cutting of the 
last canes on the plantation. Music and dance were 
essentially the only recreation of the enslaved, and 
dancing was often used for satirical purposes, as well as 
a form of connection with their ancestors.  During the 
festivities flags would be displayed in the fields, and in 

some accounts, the slaves would gather in the boiling 
house and dance to the sound of the goombay, which 
was a small, square drum with legs that was 
traditionally used in healing ceremonies to counteract 
the work of evil spirits.   

The enslaved population looked forward to Crop-over 
celebrations as a time when the stores were opened by 
the overseer and special rations handed out: each slave 
got provisions of salt fish, sugar, rum and santa, which 
is a mixture of rum and fruit juice. After Emancipation, 
the biggest celebration for the ex-slave population thus 
became ‘First of August’, which was characterized by 
the popular dance-music ritual known as bruckins. 

 

Bruckins 

Bruckins is a mixture of European and African influences (part of it an imitation of English royal pageantry, the rest 
exuberantly African in style and execution) which is said to have originated in the eastern part of Portland as a response 
to emancipation, but which spread to western Jamaica, including the Mile Gully region, due to migrating peoples. The 
bruckins ritual that survives is a long processional dance that involves costumes that were representative of the British 
monarchy (king, queen, courtiers and other gentry).  The dance itself makes use of long, gliding steps accompanied by 
“thrust and recovery” action of the leg and is distinguished by performers consisting of two rival sets, the Red and Blue, 
the colours probably derived from an older tradition – the red and blue set girls.  

  



Quadrille 

Another popular entertainment was the quadrille: a 
form of square dance introduced to Jamaica from 
Europe but adapted locally with the addition of African 
influences.  It was the dance of the elite during slavery 
and it involved grace and form – thought by the whites 
to be totally lacking in African dances. However, the 
enslaved and their descendants learned the moves and 
eventually incorporated their livelier music forms into 
the dance, giving it a distinctive Afro-Jamaican flavour.   

In Mile Gully and surrounding communities, quadrille 
was a common event on holidays but was held at other 

times of the year as well.  Residents recall that dances 
were sometimes held in small rooms of about 12 square 
feet, and patrons would pay a fee to dance.  The term 
was called “buying a set”, and it would cost two shillings 
for a man and his partner to dance in the room.  The 
women often wore long, rustic, frilly dresses with head 
ties, while the men wore shirts of bright colours.  The 
accompanying music of the Mento bands came from 
instruments such as the double base, fiddle (or violin), 
rumba box, banjo, and percussion instruments, such as 
graters and shakers. 

 

Maypole 

During the late 19
th

 and early 20
th

 centuries, another 
form of entertainment that was popular at events such 
as garden parties, picnics and fairs, was the maypole.  
Maypole is originally a European dance form.  In 
Britain, the maypole dance was often a fertility ritual 
that was originally performed around a tree.  It was 
believed that dancing around a tree would encourage 
the fruitfulness of the tree; people would give offerings 
to the “tree spirits” and this was accompanied by 
singing and dancing.  Over time, this ritual evolved into 
a pole dance that we are familiar with today.   

It is believed that the maypole was introduced in 
Jamaica during the 19th century.  It was performed (with 

the accompaniment of live Mento music) around a 
metal or wooden pole to which coloured ribbons were 
attached.  A group of 12 to 16 dancers – all female or 
mixed couples – would weave in and out in a circle 
around the pole and wrap the ribbons and in a skilful 
way so that the coloured ribbons became plaited on the 
pole from top.  On most occasions a basic traditional 
pattern is used, but intricate patterns – of which the 
“basket” and “spider” weave are the most complicated – 
are used at special or national functions, and require 
skill and concentration, and also focused teamwork in 
order to prevent a tangling of the ribbons.

 

Food Preservation 

For the Mile Gully residents, there were a number of 
preservation methods for their meat-kind and other 
produce. Such practices involved rubbing meat 
(especially the pork) with salt and pimento and 
sometimes other dry ingredients, and placing it in a 
mackerel barrel or yabba, which is a large clay jar.  The 
air-tight container would then be lowered in a hole dug 
in the earth to prevent water penetration.  When ready 
for use the cured meat would simply be rinsed to 
remove the excess salt. Preserving meat was especially 
important at Christmas, as preparations began as early 
as in the first week of December. 

Agricultural produce were not exempt from folk 
preservation techniques. Ground provisions, especially 
the yam, were preserved by cutting them, spreading ash 
on the surface, and then putting them in the sun to dry.  
Citrus fruits would be picked between January and 
February (dry weather months) and a hole dug in the 
earth and lined with banana trash, where the citrus 
would be put before being covered with trash. Such 
fruits could then last up to six months, but they must 
not be bruised before, and stems must still be intact to 
prevent water from seeping into the fruit. 

  

Manchester Tidbit: 

Taino/Arawak settlement in the parish was substantiated when in 1792, a 

surveyor found two carvings, believed to be Amerindian Zemi, in a cave in the 

Carpenter's Mountains. They are now at the British Museum. 



Birth 

African beliefs associated with births were present in 
Mile Gully and nearby communities, where children 
were usually delivered at home by the village midwife, 
also known as a nana or grandy.  Home deliveries were 
generally accepted by pregnant mothers in these 
communities largely because of the convenience that it 
provided – there would be no hospital fees, nor the 
need to rent a car to cover the distance to the far-away 
hospital – and because of the midwife’s knowledge and 
experience in handling pregnancy complications such 
as breaches, haemorrhaging, and high blood pressure in 
expectant mothers.      

Midwives usually won the trust of expectant mothers by 
visiting their homes and sharing with them preparation 
tips, such as correct breathing and the types of food to 
eat, months in advance of the birth of the child. 
However, as the baby’s due date drew closer, the 
midwife was summoned to manage the affairs of the 
household.   

Preparations for the delivery of the baby extended to 
the comfort of the expectant mother. Rubber sheeting 
(covered with padded flour bags), bed pans, and a 
goblet of water would be made available to the mother, 
and castor oil, hot water in one or two basins, and also 
warm towels were prepared by the attentive midwife. 
The delivery process began with the anointing of the 
mother’s belly with heated castor oil, which they 
believed acted as a lubricant to “bring down the baby”.  
The pregnant woman would then lay crossway the bed, 
flat on her back, so that the midwife could judge the 
immediacy of the baby’s arrival by the intensity of the 
mother’s pain, as well as the first sign of blood, followed 
by what is called “yellow water”, which would rush 
down the mother’s legs.   

After a safe delivery, the after-birth (typically called the 
“house”) is excreted by the mother, which is a sign that 
all is well with her. The baby’s end of the umbilical cord 
is then cut, usually down to three inches, and the 

scissors or knife used to cut the cord especially guarded.  
Grated nutmeg (later times, powder) was often 
sprinkled on the baby’s end of the umbilical cord as a 
dressing, and was wrapped for seven days by which time 
the cut would have healed and the “stub” fallen off, 
revealing the baby’s navel.  The umbilical cord was 
generally buried in the earth where a banana tree would 
be planted to symbolize the development and 
fruitfulness of the child. 

Afterwards, the mother and baby were isolated for a 
period of nine days after delivery since both mother and 
child were considered to be especially vulnerable at that 
time. The room in which the mother and baby occupied 
was usually swept with a special broom before their stay 
there.  It is said that on the ninth day the mother would 
be given castor oil to drink – to clean and contract her 
womb – as well as a drink of cerasee, or wild mint, 
mixed with over proof rum, to remove the mother’s 
“clad”.  The baby was also given a drink of boiled water, 
with nutmeg and castor oil, to purify his/her baby 
system if the stool was black.  More significantly, the 
ninth day marked the end of the isolation, and mother 
and child were brought outdoors to be greeted by 
family and visitors and given presents.  The child would 
also be named on that day.   

This tradition probably stemmed from the West African 
belief that until the eighth day the fate of the child is 
uncertain and its personality-soul is not localised until 
then. More significantly, the child might be a visitor 
from the spirit world in which case it should not be 
welcomed: in fact, if the child died during that time, it 
would be taken as proof that it was an evil spirit or, as it 
is known in parts of West Africa, a ‘born-to-die’ child. 

 

  

Manchester Tidbit 

The Right Excellent Norman 

Washington Manley (d. 1969), 

one of Jamaica's seven 

National Heroes, was born in 

Manchester. 



Death 

Death observances were generally not banned during 
slavery and as such, served as a means of preserving the 
old African customs among Jamaica’s back population. 
Death rituals in Jamaica are a mixture of African and 
British custom, and also Christian practice.  

Whenever deaths occurred in the communities in and 
around Mile Gully, preparations for the burial were 
made at the home of the deceased and the corpse would 
be kept at the house until the funeral.  In former times, 
doctors were not easily accessible to pronounce a 
person dead, so family and friends made a practice out 
of watching over the body of the presumed dead to 
confirm that the person was actually dead. During this 
time the deceased’s jaw would be tied and the body 
observed for movement or swelling. The dead would 
not normally be buried under three days – unless the 
corpse began to deteriorate quickly – to ensure that the 
deceased was not in fact in a coma.  In the meantime, 
the grave would be dug deep – literally six feet in the 
earth – after a libation of rum was poured on the 
ground to seek permission from the earth spirit.   

On the night of the death the body would be removed 
to beneath a tree and objects put on the belly to prevent 

or slow the bloating. No one would smoke near the 
corpse because of this reason. An alternative was to 
place the body on ice which was mounted on planks of 
wood.  Before the sunrise, however, the corpse would be 
returned to the house and placed in a cool room, by an 
open window to allow in the breeze.  Pimento leaves, 
parched coffee, and other “bushes” crushed and made 
into a spice were spread on the corpse (foot first, head 
last) for preservation. Sometimes people would wash 
their feet in the water used to wash the body of the 
dead for protection. Another practice was to stuff the 
“open areas” of the corpse, such as the nostrils, the 
mouth/jaw, and excretory organs to slow the emission 
of the corpse’s foul gases.    

The wake or “set up” would take place on the night 
before the funeral and would involve plenty drinking, 
whether it was coffee, rum, or soda. There would also 
be singing, sometimes of hymns, but there would be no 
cooking by the bereaved family; cooking was usually 
done by the community members and other visitors of 
the bereaved family.   

 

Burial Superstitions 

Normally, a Justice of the Peace [J.P.] would be 
contacted for assistance with the burial. However, 
before the coffin left the house, adults would stand on 
either side of it and pass the young children of the 
family across it three times to prevent the spirit of the 
dead from harming them. The African belief was that 
when a person died the spirit returned to God while the 
shadow of the deceased (the duppy) lived on and could 
become a menace to the living if not accorded proper 

respect. Funeral rites therefore served to ensure the safe 
journey of the spirit back to God as well as placate the 
duppy. After the ceremony mourners would take a little 
of the grave dirt and, with back turned to the grave, 
throw it between their legs to prevent the dead from 
following them home.  The family of the deceased 
would later whitewash the house and rearrange the 
furniture to confuse a returning spirit.    

 

Nine-Night 

Nine-night was an African tradition that marked a 
period of mourning after death, largely to placate the 
spirit of the dead.  The period ended with ceremonies 
on the ninth night when it is believed the spirit of the 
dead finally departed this world.  At nine night 
observances a table would be set with water, salt, and 
rum for the spirits who were invited.  The names of the 
dead would be called.   

Nine-night activities included domino playing, and a 
game called Simon Race would also be played where 
persons would pretend to bury the dead, walk back way, 
then dig up and remove the duppy.  Stories of Rolling 

Calf (the legendary calf-like monster, capable of 
growing to huge sizes, and especially noted for its red, 
fiery eyes, the clanking chain trailing behind it, and its 
tendency to roll over constantly as it moved about the 
countryside at nights) would also be told during the 
nights.  This was oftentimes the cause of much fear for 
people leaving the house of the Nine-night in the wee 
hours of the morning because it was believed that, 
while Rolling Calf lived at cotton tree roots in the 
daytime, it would roam the districts between 1:00am 
and 3:00am, which is believed to be the time when 
sickness oppresses people.   

  



Folk Medicine 

Knowledge about the use of plants and treatment 
applications is part of the oral tradition, which was 
usually handed down from mother to daughter, and 
ultimately passed on from village to village.  Folk 
medicine is usually consumed as a tea, in baths, and by 
physical application, such as rubbing with white rum to 
prevent catching a cold, tying a lime leaf on the head as 
a headache remedy, or applying aloe directly to a 
wound. 

In the past, doctors were few and far between, which 
forced the people in and around Mile Gully to resort to 
their own remedies in time of ailments. These residents 
have traditionally relied on “bushes” and other such 
natural resources, which have proven especially helpful 
in the treatment of mundane ailments over many 
generations. Ask any older Mile Gully resident how best 
to cure a belly ache and he/she may tell you straightway 
to boil cerasee and drink it. Ginger and orange peel is 
sometimes used to treat this discomfort, and mint and 
condensed milk drunk to bring gas relief.  Persistent 
stomach pain may be tackled with a tea made of any of 
the following bushes: “course bush”, “hug-me-close”, 
“donkey weed”, “dog tongue” or “pack weed”.  Nutmeg 
has been used as a brain tonic. 

 A backache is almost always soothed by drinking 
arrowroot porridge, and injured or sprained joints are 
relieved by rubbing the cut face of a roasted civil orange 
to the affected areas. There are also many methods of 
treating skin irritations. The treatment of rashes, for 
example, begins with a mixture of cold water and ashes, 
which is strained and the mixture boiled. A civil orange 
would then be squeezed into the liquid and the patient 
bathed in it. Sulphur stirred in petroleum jelly may also 
be used by rubbing it into the skin of the patient. The 
treatment of measles involved parching corn, setting it 
in water and bringing it to a boil until the liquid 
appeared like strong black coffee. It is best to pour the 
liquid in a glass or a container that does not rust. The 
liquid must also be strained before given to the patient. 

For high blood pressure, lime and water would be 
drunk, or, for greater effect, parched corn would be beat 
and put in a small pouch for making tea.  Fever was 
supposedly cured from drinking the liquid from a small 
boiled bamboo, while an unusual and rather unpleasant 
treatment of asthma entailed the roasting of snails for 
consumption. In rare cases of excessive bleeding, the 
“parrot bull herb”, which is reportedly very slimy, would 
be tied against the wound to abate the profusion.

 

  

Manchester Tidbits 

 The Irish potato was first introduced to Jamaica at Bethany, Manchester. 

 In 1920, the citrus fruit ortanique – a cross between the orange and tangerine – 

was developed by Charles Jackson of Manchester. 

 Marshalls Pen Great House - is a 200 year old great house on a wildlife sanctuary. 



Historical References to Plantations in the 
Mile Gully Region 

This section could be a starting point for finding out about the history of your 

community. It is also a great example of how we learn about people of the past.  

Ballynure 

According to the Crop Accounts located at the Jamaica 
Archives, Ballynure plantation was under the 
management of overseer, William Freckleton.  The 
estate sold five heads of cattle to Adam White for £95, 
and four heifers to John Wilson for £80 during the 
period 1st May to 31st December 1819.  The estate was also 
involved in a number of other activities such as the 
building of 69 chains of stone wall along the road 
leading to Heavy Tree, and the hiring out of 117 slaves – 
with waggon carts – to George Powell.  Freckleton 
engaged in many such “rental” services, hiring out at 
one time 294 steers for one day, four mules and a cart 
another day, 114 steers to Hibernia for another day stint, 
and hiring out a boat for six trips and a waggon for 24½ 
days.   

By 1882, Ballynure Pen was owned by John P. Clarke. 
The property consisted of 568 acres of which 100 was 
guinea grass, 200 was common pasture/pimento and 
the remaining 268 acres left as wood and ruinate. In 
1920, Ballynure was divided into two properties with 
one, owned by David Mitchell, comprising 450 acres of 
grazing land valued at £520 acres; and the other 
consisting of 66½ acres, valued at £447, which was 
owned by Richard Newman. By 1938, Ballynure was 
once again a single property, held solely by David 
Mitchell, and comprising 433 acres of guinea grass and 
ruinate lands, valued at £1,000.   

 

Devon 

Devon plantation, owned in 1825 by Abel Glanville, was 
located high in northern Manchester, about 2,750 ft. 
above sea level, between Mile Gully and Christiana.  All 
of the land had been settled late with the northern third 
containing 468 acres, which were patented in 1827 by 
Samuel Glanville and William Abell. 

The Crop Accounts recorded the profits of Devon 
plantation on March 25, 1806, when Thomas E. Phillips 
was overseer of the property. Revenue for the estate was 
earned by selling six steers at £32.10 each for £195 to 
Allegro Estate, and four steers at £40 each for £160 to 
Norbrook Estate.  A John Laing was sold one cow for 
£22.10 and one steer for £10, as well as 620 tierces of 

black coffee at 25 shillings for £7.15; another 60 tierces 
of coffee were exported though the earnings was not 
reported. The total earning for the estate was therefore 
recorded as being £395.5 for the period 1805 – 1806.   

By 1840, Devon was owned by Edward Coley and by 
1882 ownership had passed to W.H. Bailey.  The 
property was 800 acres large with only 10 acres being 
devoted to coffee cultivation.  From 1920 through to 
1938, Devon was owned by Ernest A. Bailey and 
consisted of 550 acres, with an additional nine acres 
being acquired by 1938, which were used as grazing 
land.  

 

Evergreen 

In 1832 the Evergreen plantation had joint operations 
with Oxford Estate and was recorded in the Crop 
Accounts as being located in the parishes of Manchester 
and St. Elizabeth.  The crop account for the period 
December 31, 1831 to December 31, 1832 – while the 
estate was under the management of D. Robertson as 
receiver for the deceased owner, H. White – lists the 

production of 194 hogsheads of sugar, 83 tierces of sugar 
and 88 puncheons of rum. By 1920, Evergreen was the 
property of Samuel A. Hendricks. The property 
consisted of 76 acres of grazing land which was valued 
at £150.  In 1938 the property had passed to the hands of 
Eustace and Cecil Hendricks. 

 

  



Green Hill 

Green Hill plantation may have been in existence from 
1795. Unfortunately, this could not be verified since the 
relevant Crop Account was in too fragile a condition to 
be made available to researchers.  However, an 1817 
account mentions the proprietor of the estate as being 
James Davey, attorney to [absentee owner] James White 
of Liverpool. It appears that the plantation was being 
operated jointly with Green Vale at the time – or at least 
a subsection of Green Vale – and produced coffee 
primarily for shipment to James White in Liverpool. 
The estate, however, also sold 20 cows at £20 each, and 
the owner/proprietor received a compensation of £44.10 
for a road that was cut through the Green Vale 
property. 

The 1826 Slave Returns for a property owned by James 
White, and in possession of a John Davy – presumably 
Green Hill – held 122 slaves, 56 of which were males and 

66 females. This was an overall increase of nine slaves 
from the last return of 1823. By 1882, as recorded in the 
Return of Properties, there were two Green Hill 
properties: Green Hill [farm] and Green Hill Pen. The 
farmland was owned by Jonathan Biggs and consisted of 
58 acres, four of which were used to cultivate coffee, 
one used for ground provisions, two for guinea grass, 
and the remaining 51 acres left as a wooded area. The 
pen, on the other hand, comprised all of 900 acres and 
was owned by a familiar name, S.R. Glanville.   

By 1920, only one Green Hill property is mentioned, 
which comprised a total of 1,044 acres of grazing land 
owned by Frances E. Glanville, and valued at £2,300. 
However, by 1938 the value of the property had 
depreciated to £2,000, and was recorded as being the 
owned by the estate of Frances E. Glanville.    

 

Green Vale 

The Green Vale estate in the Mile Gully vicinity had the 
distinction of being a coffee plantation and a pen. Once 
owned by John Coley, the Green Vale plantation 
produced coffee, sugar and rum.  According to the 
Manchester Vestry Minutes, John Coley paid road tax 
amounting to £12.15.10 for his 14 slaves and 50 stock in 
1817. In the same year he paid land tax on his 300 acre 
property, as well as rum tax. Coley lived at John’s Hall, 
which adjoined Maidstone, and was a way warden and a 
magistrate on the Manchester Parochial Board in 1841.   

The Slave Returns of 1823 and 1829 at the Jamaica 
Archives records Thomas Craskell Husband as owner of 
52 slaves in 1823, and 102 by 1829.  By 1837, however, 
according to the Crop Accounts, Green Vale plantation 
was in possession of William Jackson Husband, attorney 
to the deceased owner, Thomas C. Husband. In 1882 
Green Vale plantation, which consisted of 375 acres, was 
owned by Elizabeth Husband. Coffee was cultivated on 

61 acres of the property, with 31 acres being devoted to 
pimento and common pasture, and the remaining 284 
acres left as wood/ruinate.  By 1920, Green Vale 
plantation was being listed as Greenvale, and was 
owned by Dr. H.A. Husband. The property comprised 
370 acres of grazing land valued at £600. However, by 
1938, though consisting of the same 370 acres, the land 
became the property of a Mary L. Kohler, and increased 
in value to £650. 

Green Vale pen was owned in 1825 by Abel Glanville.  By 
1882, S.R. Glanville inherited the 1,997 acre property, 
which was primarily a wooded area, with 112 acres 
devoted to common pasture and pimento. In 1920, the 
property was passed on to Frances E. Glanville but was 
reduced to 1,000 acres, valued at £2,500, which were 
devoted to grazing. Frances was still the owner of the 
1,000 acre property in 1938, but by this time its value 
had depreciated to £2,350.   

 

Grove Place 

In the month of June 1792, Grove Place plantation, 
under the management of overseer, John Jenkins, 
produced 37 tierces of coffee and three bags of cotton, 
which were shipped to England, and 56 pieces of fustic 
(a yellow dye made from timber), which were sold in 
the island.  Two bulls were also sold, in addition to 16 
steers and 41 cows. 

In 1882, Grove Place Pen, as it was known, was listed as 
the property of a Mrs. McNeil.  The vast estate consisted 
of 3,128 acres with only 30 acres allotted for coffee 
growing and four acres for ground provisions, with the 
remainder of the lands divided between common 
pasture and woodlands.  By 1920 the Government of 
Jamaica had acquired the property and had increased its 

extent by 300 acres. The estate was then valued at a 
staggering £10,000. In 1938, the Government of Jamaica 
appears to have sold pockets of the estate since its total 
acreage then was 1,355 acres, down from 3,428 acres. 
The land was used as a stud farm and was valued at 
£6,000.   

In that same year, listings were made of six other 
owners of properties called Grove Place.  These were: 
Arthur Muirhead (50 acres), the estate of Arthur 
Muirhead (50½ acres), James H. Turner (54¼ acres), 
Henry M. Wellington (50 acres), Harold P. Gibson (50 
acres), and the Manchester People’s Co-Operative Bank 
(230 acres). 

 



Inglewood 

The earliest mention of Inglewood in the Crop Accounts 
is in the entry of 8

th
 June, 1827, which suggests that the 

plantation was in existence from at least 1826. The 
overseer at the time was Benjamin Palmer who was 
responsible for the shipment of 29 tierces of coffee in 
the course of a year. 

In 1882, Inglewood was the property of Dennis Dwyer 
and comprised one acre of the coffee crop, one acre of 
ground provisions, and 148 acres of woodlands.  Up 

until 1920 the property was still in the possession of 
Dwyer, but was 50 acres less in size.  Farming seemed to 
have been abandoned on the property by this time since 
all 100 acres of land is recorded in the List of Properties 
as being grazing land, which was valued at £200.  By 
1938, Inglewood had become the property of the estate 
of Dennis Dwyer.  It consisted of the same 100 acres of 
land, and was still valued at £200. 

 

Lancaster 

Lancaster and Two-Mile-Wood plantations (parts of 
which became known as Medina) were known to be 
operating together in the 1760s. These properties were 
owned by the Foster family. It was two brothers in this 
family, William Foster and Joseph Foster-Barham, who 
provided the initiative for the establishment of a 
Moravian mission in Jamaica. The brothers had come 
under the influence of the Moravian Church in England 
and sought religious instruction for their slaves. The 
Fosters applied to the Elders (Governing Board) of the 
Moravian Church in Britain and requested that 
missionaries be commissioned to undertake the task. 
Their request was approved, and on December 18, the 
missionaries arrived at Bogue, which with Lancaster, 
Two-Mile-Wood and Elim, formed a cluster of estates 
owned by the Foster family. 

Lancaster and Two-Mile-Wood plantations were once 
owned by Thomas Foster, but by 1766 they were under 
the direction of attorney, William Johnson, as Foster 
was then deceased. The plantations produced sugar, 
rum, molasses, cotton, ginger, cocoa, pimento, 
mahogany, horses, horned cattle and other produce.  A 
return for the estates in the period 1763 – 1766 accounts 
for earnings from 125 hogsheads and one tierce of sugar, 
88 puncheons of rum, 13 horned cattle, four mules and 
2,020ft. of mahogany.   

In 1882 Lancaster Pen was the property of George D. 
Miles, and comprised 200 acres of woodland.  By 1920, 
the property consisted of only 82 acres of common 
pasture which was owned by Stephen Dixon, and by 
1938 there is no mention of the property in the List of 
Properties for that year.   

 

Maidstone 

According to oral tradition, Maidstone was so named by 
the English settlers who, while living in Adams Valley, 
thought the shape of the hills resembled “the breasts of 
maidens”. Since the hills also had many stones, the 
settlers named the area Maidstone. The Maidstone 
great house was once the dwelling of the estate 
manager, and was allegedly converted to a slave 
hospital. The building was later used by the Moravians 
as a minister’s manse.  

A crop account for the Maidstone plantation for the 
period 1st January 1823 to 31st December 1823 reveals that 
the estate operated alongside Chatham plantation, 
which were both properties of Thomas Frith, but were 
under the care and direction of his executors: John 
Racker Webb, George Harriott, and Thomas Wheattle. 
Revenue was earned from selling coffee and hiring out 
slaves, sawyers, and boats. 

Three years earlier, the Slave Returns show that there 
were 132 slaves on the Maidstone plantation, with 76 
males and 56 females.  This was an increase of eight 
slaves from a total of 124 in the slave returns of 1817. By 
1826, John Racker Webb is mentioned as owner of 
Maidstone. By this time there was a total of 198 slaves 
on the plantation. 

In 1829 the Maidstone Estate (no longer operating 
alongside Chatham by this time) had produced 75 
tierces and one barrel of coffee, and was at the time also 
producing sugar, rum, molasses, cotton, ginger and 
pimento. The property appears to have been partly 
acquired by Hymen and Judah Cohen by this time, with 
the Cohens purchasing for their estate 42 African slaves 
and 50 creole slaves.  There were, however, 95 slaves on 
plantation, there being seven births and four deaths.   

By 1840, Maidstone was again operating jointly with 
another plantation – Bath – and was still in the 
possession of Hymen and Judah Cohen. Minimal coffee 
was produced for shipping in April, 1839, but revenues 
were bolstered by the use of carriages for the purpose of 
hoeing, pruning and picking coffee in lieu of rent. From 
this, £160.10 was earned. Also in 1840, Cohen was 
required to pay £25 for land tax on 2,000 acres of land, 
20 acres of which were devoted to coffee planting.  In 
the same year, John Cohen sold Moravian missionaries 
341 acres from his coffee plantation for their Nazareth 
mission station, which eventually led to the creation of 
the free village of Maidstone, one of the earliest of its 
kind in the island. 



By 1920, the farmlands – still known as Maidstone – had 
become grazing land and was divided into two sections: 
one section comprised 50 acres and was owned by 

Priscilla Morris; the other section comprised 59 acres 
and was owned by Samuel Morris. The lands were 
valued at £80 and £160, respectively. 

 

May Day 

May Day plantation began its operations no later than 
the year 1808.  A crop account for the estate entered 17

th
 

March 1809 mentions records an earning of £111 for 
tierces (likely of coffee) shipped to London.  The 
proprietor of the estate was Thomas Bygrave of Vere.   

In 1882, the owner of May Day Pen was Maria McCatty.  
The property consisted of 226 acres but only two acres 
were used for coffee cultivation.  The land was chiefly 
left in a wooded state, with the exception of 20 acres 
used for common pasture, or pimento trees.  A May Day 
Hill plantation is mentioned in the Return of Properties, 
1882. It was a 455 acres property estate listed as the 

property of Joseph Stewart.  Coffee was also grown on 
the property, but only on 50 acres. 

By 1920, May Day consisted of only 55½ acres of land. It 
was then valued at £131 and owned by Louis Williams. In 
that same year May Day Hill was recorded as 
comprising 404 acres of grazing land, which was owned 
by Rolla K. Lewis.  The property was valued at £800, and 
by 1938, retained the same value though the extent of 
the property had increased from 404 acres to 500 acres. 
May Day, on the other hand, was ½ acre less yet its 
worth had increased to £150. The owner was no longer 
Louis Williams, but Samuel Logan.       

 

Mayfield 

Mayfield plantation was owned by Alexander A. Reid in 
1882. The plantation grew coffee on only three of the 112 
acres of land, in addition to pimento, anatto, ginger, 
kola nut, and sarsaparilla.  There was also a Mayfield 
Pen which was recorded for that same year as being the 
property of C.H. Hepburn.  The pen consisted of 706 
acres of woodlands.  However, by 1920, there is no 
mention of a Mayfield plantation in the List of 
Properties record for Manchester.   

The plantation may have begun operations about the 
late 18th century, but likely no later than 1820.  The Slave 
Returns for a property that was likely Mayfield recorded 
the plantation as having 40 slaves in 1820, but by 1823 
the estate had sold most of its slaves, with only nine 
slaves retained on the plantation.  By 1829 the 
plantation is mentioned as being the property of 
Thomas Wheattle.  Additional slaves were purchased 
from P.M. Burke and registered in 1826; some were 

purchased at a marshall’s sale, while others were 
purchased from Mary Forbes of Kingston.  In turn, 
Wheattle sold slaves to Messrs. Heyman and Smith, as 
well as Hyman and Judah Cohen. By the end of these 
transactions, the plantation had a settlement of 41 
slaves, with 24 being males and 17 females. 

A crop return for the period 28 December 1831 to 28 
December 1832 accounts for the shipment of seven 
tierces of coffee to William Morrice in London, and 
eight tierces of coffee sold by A. Forbes & Co. in 
Kingston. By 1841, Mayfield was under the care and 
direction of Thomas Wheattle as receiver.  In the period 
28 December 1841 to 28 August 1842, four tierces of 
coffee were shipped on board the Brig. Bristol and 
consigned to William Morrice in London for sale, and 
another four tierces of coffee shipped to Morrice aboard 
the Don Geovani.  

 

Medina 

Medina estate was once one of the estates owned by the 
Foster family (see above) and was operated jointly with 
the Elim plantation.  By 1815, and together they 
produced a total of 66 tierces of coffee, 102 hogsheads of 
sugar, 51 puncheons of rum and 20 tonnes of wood.  The 
return of 1819 – 1820 accounts for the shipment of 30 
tierces of coffee on board the Britain, 19 tierces on 
board the Sir Joseph Banks, and 30 tierces on board the 
Heart of Oak ship in 1820.  The overseer at that time 
was George Mollison, who acted on behalf of the owner, 
Thomas Foster (possibly a descendant of the earlier 
Thomas Foster). By 1827, Foster was deceased and the 
property came under the management and direction of 
the late David Morrice, William Ridgard and Duncan 
Robertson. Mollison was still the overseer of the 

plantation.  However, by 1836 Medina was under the 
care of David and William Foster, attorneys to the heirs 
of the late Thomas Foster.  By this time William H. 
Nicholl became overseer of the plantation. 

Medina Pen was recorded in the Return of Properties, 
1882, as a 945-acre property owned by J.B. Strachan.  
The estate cultivated coffee on 19 acres of land and 
reserved about four acres for grazing.  The remaining 
922 acres were woodlands. By 1920, the large property 
was no longer in the possession of the Strachan family.  
W.C. Morrison had purchased and was in control of 838 
acres of Medina grazing lands, which was valued at 
£500; and by 1938, the pen had become the property of 
Rev. Jonathan Maxwell.  The property was then reduced 
to 739 acres, yet was valued at £800.         



Mile Gully Pen 

In 1799, an advertisement appeared in the Jamaica 
Mercury and Kingston Advertiser for the sale of a 
property referred to as ‘Mile Guely’. Names of persons 
connected with the transaction were: Thomas Blen___, 
Robert Miller, Thomas R__, John Allen and William 
Hays. The Manchester Vestry Minutes mention that 
Mile Guely Pen had 148 slaves and 320 stock, and that 
the sum which the estate had to pay to the area’s way 
warden for upkeep of the roads, etc., was £43.13.4.   

There are later references to Mile Gully Pen, which was 
owned in 1815 by Thomas H. Barrett – whose family was 
among the first English settlers who received land 
patents in Jamaica from the King of England. However, 
the estate may have been in operation from as early as 
the 1790s. By 1818, the property was chiefly a supplier of 
coffee and young steers, which were respectively sold in 
London and to the local plantations, Garbrand Hall and 
Paradise Estate.   

The crop account of 31st December 1819 to 31st December 
1820 for Mile Gully Pen, which by this time belonged to 
the heirs of the deceased Thomas Barrett, records a 
shipment of three puncheons of rum, 27 tierces of 
coffee and 30 tierces of sugar to London.  In 1820, 

Garbrand Hall Estate was sold a bull and two cows for a 
total cost of £80; Alexander Campbell was sold 16 cows 
for £288; Paradise Estate sold two fat calves for £40 and 
700ft cedar planks for £42; and 5,000ft cedar in log 
shipped to Mullet Hall Estate in St. Thomas-in-the-East, 
though no cost was given. The manager of Mile Gully 
Pen was then James Matthew White while the overseer 
was George Lindsay. Also in 1820 was a slave return of 
the property where 232 slaves were accounted for.      

By 1840, Mile Gully Pen was owned by John Nunes 
although a substantial acreage (7,942 acres) was owned 
by Haten Pearson; and by 1846 Mile Gully Pen was 
being operated jointly with Spitzbergen Plantation and 
had reported a total earning of £848.12.9 for the period 
1
st
 January to 31

st
 December 1846.  

In the 1882 Return of Properties, Mile Gully Pen was a 
vast 4,000 acres property, which was owned by A.W. 
Heron. The estate produced coffee on only 16 acres of 
the land, while 800 acres were devoted to common 
pasture/guinea grass, with the remaining 3,184 acres a 
woodland. Mile Gully Pen ceased to exist as a separate 
operation of a person or family by 1920. 

 

Oxford 

Oxford Plantation had been in existence from at least 
the 1730s, likely making it the oldest plantation in the 
Mile Gully region, and possibly the entire parish of 
Manchester.  A crop account of the estate entered on 
24th March, 1740 records that 96 hogshead of sugar and 
16 puncheons of rum were produced by the plantation 
at a total earning of £2,167.18.3 ¾ for the period 31st 
December 1739 to 31st December 1740. Another entry of 
the 23rd March, 1740 (possibly of a subdivided portion of 
the estate), claims that eight puncheons of rum were 
consigned to a Kingston merchant, Mr. Alexander 
March, and that about 323 [loads] of sugar were also 
produced on the plantation.   

The Oxford Plantation is stated to have been the 
property of Patrick Welsh. However, following Welsh’s 
death, it fell to the hands of Patrick Taylor, the 
surviving executor of the last will and testament of 
Welsh.  The plantation also produced 96 hogsheads of 
sugar and 16 puncheons of rum with the total earnings 
for the period 31st December 1739 to 31st December 1740 
being £2,167.18.3¾.  However, by 1882 there was no 
more mention of an Oxford plantation – according to 
the Return of Properties – as being in operation.  

 

Other Estates 

Other estates within the Mile Gully region were Adam’s 
Valley, which was owned by Angel Benjamin in 1825; 
Nazareth, which consisted of a mere four acres, and was 
in the possession of Isaac Dale in 1840; Endeavour – a 
15-acre portion of which was owned in 1840 by Robert 
McLean, with seven and a half acres planted in coffee; 
the 200 acre property of Hector’s River (owned in 1882 
by the estate of the late Mrs. Kennedy); and Richmond 
Hill Pen, which consisted of 300 acres by 1882, and was 
then the property of Thomas Glanville; however, by 
1920 it became the possession of Thomas Powell. 

By 1820 the Mons plantation was the property of 
Alexander H. Cohen who held 105 slaves on the 
plantation. In 1829 it was passed on to Hymen and 

Judah Cohen as mortgagers, and had a total of 107 
slaves. The Bath plantation was also a possession of the 
Cohens but, in 1829, had only 13 slaves which were 
purchased in that same year from the Palmers. 

Like Bath, there was also an Albion property in 
Manchester which was owned by the Lewis brothers: 
Ernest, Walter and Holland. Crops grown on their farm 
included the banana, pimento and rose apple. During 
the early 1900s the Lewis’ allowed the area’s residents to 
access their property: to pick fruits and catch water, and 
to travel along the road cut across their property, which 
proved a short cut for the children en route to school 
since it reduced their journey by two miles. 
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